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ment and processor expansion, rather than
hardware change (Figure 1). These features,
coupled with the fact that the instrument is
a part of the total RSS mapping system, pro
tect them against obsolescence and assure
that future trends in the industry which are
now in the early process of definition will be
accommodated. This paper is a compendi
um of capabilities and construction features
which form the RSS-300-II Digital Stereo
Compiler (Frontispiece).
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The RSS-300-11 Digital Stereo
Compiler
The K&E/H. Dell Foster Co. Digital Stereo Compiler features
versatility, precision, and modular expansion.
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INTRODUCTION

T HE DESIGN PARAMETERS of the RSS-300
II Digital Stereo Compiler were speci

fied so as to optimize the versatility and pre
cision which are the theoretical advantages
of an analytic solution. The instrument de
sign and construction is such that, to in
crease instrument power or extend applica
tions into new project functions, a modular
expansion can take place with the primary
tasks being relegated to software develop-
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CAPABILITIES

ANALYTIC TRIANGULATION

Analytic triangulation is performed by uti
lizing the instrument as a stereo comparator.
Fine positioning for point alignment is easi
ly accommodated. An optical switch is pro
vided to operate base-in/base-out transfer.
Full image rotation and high resolution
zoom capability secure excellent point iden
tification and precision. Special control log
ic assist the operator in measuring fiducial
marks and making point transfers from one
model to another. Provisions are made to
automatically identify points with a unique
number and to assure that each observation
of a ground point is assigned to the same
identification.

The camera calibration data file is used to
control the setup procedure. The stages are

hand motion. This enables permanent iden
tification of control points through their
image coordinates without marking the im
age itself.

To insure a proper recording of all control
points used, the stereo compiler assigned to
perform the aerial triangulation is equipped
with a photographic recording device pro
ducing enlargements of photogrammetric
and ground control points. The exact loca
tion of the point is optically exposed with
the floating mark.

When the semi-automatic point transfer
system is in control, the data switches for
point identification are not accessed. Each
point is assigned its internally stored identi
fication previously established. Using this
technique, it is impossible to misidentify a
point from one stereo observation to anoth
er. Results are presented on the output de-

ABSTRACT: Pure arithmetic analysis and solution to photogrammet
ric reconstruction principles, as envisioned by early pioneers and
documented by O. von Gruber, have been technically feasible for
two decades. The superiority of analytic techniques as tools which
could bypass the limitations of graphic or analog solutions to
reach a new order of accuracy and versatility have never been seri
ously questioned. Early instruments utilizing these principles were
restricted by cost/benefit ratios to a narrow segment of the potential
market. The timing had to await the progress of developments in
other technical disciplines. A steady progression ofadvances in digi
tal computer technology, processing languages, micro circuits, op
tics, encoding, and numerical control principles provide the possi
bility that in the RSS-300-II Digital Stereo Compiler the price/per
formance ratio epoch has been reached.

each automatically driven to the approxi
mate location of the fiducial marks. Control
is then transferred to the hand motion to en
able fine adjustment. When a recording is
made at a fiducial mark, the stage is automat
ically driven by the computer to the next
one, and so on until all fiducials have been
measured. Measurement of fiducial marks is
monoscopic. On the first model, both sets
are measured before other mensuration is
accomplished.

Provisions are made for two types of
points to be measured, those which can be
measured in only one model and those locat
ed in the common overlap of two consecu
tive models. In this latter procedure, the lo
cation of the second plate is saved by lock
ing it electronically and the third plate
moved to the proper position under proces
sor control and then brought into stereo

using the vice in a field format established
by the user. This format can be changed by a
command.

DIGITAL TERRAIN MODEL ACQUISITION

The digital terrain model control program
provides support to capture (in digital form)
data which are descriptive of the shape of
the terrain in three dimensions. Under DTM
control, the RSS-300-II performs semi-auto
matically. The X and Y model hand motions
are disabled. The direction of the reticle is
set by command. This can be a cardinal
heading in any azimuth. The velocity of the
reticle is controlled by the scan control
which enables forward or backward move
ment along the scan direction, dependent
upon its position relative to the neutral posi
tion at which no movement takes place.

The architecture or structure of the DTM
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DMA - HIGH SPEED DATA ENTRY

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the functions and components of the RSS-300-II Digital
Stereo Compiler.
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is automatic and highly compressed. Only
information which would be of engineering
significance for definition of a mathematical
terrain model is recorded. The structure is
extendable to cover any area in any coordi
nate system. Coordinate data which would
be of no value and would only create a stor
age and processing problem are not re
corded.

PHOTO INTERPRETATION

The high resolution color corrected opti
cal train with a long zoom range up to 55 x
magnification was constructed with photo
interpretation capability in mind. Supple
mentary recording on 35mm film or polaroid
packs can be accomplished. The image is
also presented for observation by a densitom
eter or a TV video camera monitor assem
bly. Computer programs to aid in interpreta
tion are envisioned. The ability to reduce
the quantity of ground truth data required
will be an important factor if present trends
continue.

SPECIALIZED DIGITIZING

A format module is contained in the oper
ating system to allow recording sequences
in a predetermined structure. Sixteen 0
through 9 thumbwheel switches and an al
pha/numeric keyboard are available for sup
plementing data identification. The 256

character alpha/numeric display allows op
erator confirmation and interaction with the
recorded data. Options are available to uti
lize most recording media such as magnetic
tape, line printer discs, paper tape, RS-232C
or modem h"ansmission links, etc. Dual flop
py diskettes of630,000 eight bit bytes capac
ity are standard with the basic system. A
graphics storage tube display is available for
operator viewing, if desired.

STEREO COMPILATION PLOTTING

With the addition of the EDP-1l175 Flat
bed Drafting System, all types of compila
tion and plotting can be accommodated.
Computer aided compilation can take place
by utilizing the C.A.P.-2 software package.
This provides for straight lines, curved lines,
automatic squaring, multiple line types,
symbolization, annotation, manuscript and
control gridding, and many other features.
The instrument is available with either free
hand or hand-wheel operator coordinate in
put controls.

SOFTWARE CONSIDERATIONS

The fundamental control of the system is
managed by the mini processor through
three levels of software:
(1) Operating System Software
(2) Control Software
(3) Application Software
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The operating system software manages
all basic computer functions and is the stan
dard system supplied by the computer man
ufacturer. Development of the instrument
was completed on a large disc based system.
The minimum system configuration for pro
duction differs only in that it has less periph
eral equipment for software development
support. The delivery operating system soft
ware is a subset of the development system
software.

The control software includes special high
speed, high priority routines which are in
stalled in the operating system as non-stan
dard device handlers. These handlers man
age the Direct Memory Access input and
output for the instrument. They contain log
ic for evaluation of the projective equations
to reconstruct the correct image position
based on input model coordinates obtained
from the hand motion.

Application software comprises a series of
Fortran programs which perform six distinct
functions.

(1) Comparator Calibration. Operates the
stages independently to enable measure
ment of grids and other standards for the
calibration and certification of the instru
ment.

(2) Orientation. Enables the basic set up of
the system for absolute or relative orien
tation.

(3) Profiling. Enables the capture and stor
age of digital terrain data for production
of orthophotos and for geographic data
base creation.

(4) Engineering Support. Enables the semi
automatic profiling along any alignment
described in terms of engineering field or
design notes and the profiling of right and
left cross sections from the alignment.

(5) Aerotriangulation. Enables the stereo
scopic mensuration of strips and blocks
of photography for input to aerotriangula
tion programs.

(6) Compilation. Enables the direct on-line
production of manuscripts using a power
ful set of graphic support functions.

COMPUTATIONAL SCHEME

The management of the RSS-300-II is
based upon the reconstruction principle in
which the physical conditions which influ
ence the nature of the recorded image are
expressed quantitatively to arrive at a geo
metrically correct analytical model whose
exterior orientation is defined in machine
space established by the hand motion en
coders. Several options exist for the deter
mination of this model, the most general of
which is the self contained simultaneous

space resection solution which enables the
complete setup for a stereo pair using rela
tive or absolute parameters. Other options
include direct use of block adjustment re
sults obtained through outside means.

CONSTRUCTION FEATURES

COORDINATE SYSTEMS

Exterior machine space is defined by a
twenty bit binary register for each of the
three axes. These registers have a counting
range of 524288 which can be spanned by
the hand motions. The ground coordinate
system is transformed to this machine sys
tem for the photogrammetric solution after
compensation for Earth curvature. This en
ables the use of the hand motion coordinates
directly without further transformation after
the set up is complete. The interior machine
space for each stage is defined by two twen
ty bit registers, one for x and one for y.
These registers are maintained by the mi
croprocessor which controls the movement
of both stage microscopes. Photo coordi
nates are transformed to machine space by
the high speed handler. This handler con
tains correction for film and lens distOltions
as well as positioning error of the machine
itself.

SET UP

The operation of the system during set up
is controlled by a mensuration program
which gathers coordinate measurements
from the high speed handler when the re
cord switch is operated. Since there is no
photogrammetric relationship established,
all stage movement is directly proportional
to the x and y hand movements. The han
dlers operating during set up disregard the
Z motion. Measurement of fiducial marks is
semi-automatic. The general area of each
fiducial mark is brought into view automati
cally and control is then transferred to the
hand motion for fine adjustment. After the
measurement of fiducial marks is complete
in each stage, either stage or both stages can
be operated by setting the stage switches
appropriately. Parallax is cleared by holding
one stage and positioning the other. When a
stage is stopped and started again, its move
ment is reindexed to the hand motion.

Solution for compilation requires a mini
mum of three control points per model. The
solution is completely general and permits
the solution for each stage or only one, and
the solution for pass points to be used in the
next model. After all control points have
been measured stereoscopically, the resec-
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tion parameters are evaluated and loaded in
to the high speed handler. Once this is ac
complished, semi-automatic stereo viewing
begins.

The application program area can then be
loaded from the dual diskette and started.
Each application program is self contained
and issues a series of prompts at the dis
play to guide the operator in providing es
sential input. Each application terminates
by automatically invoking the setup pro
gram which uses the set up results from the
previous model to continue down a flight
line.

COMPARATOR STAGES

The left and right comparator stages con
taining the primary viewing optics, photo
stage, floating mark, and encoding and posi
tioning system are identical units with the
exception of the direction of the primary
front surface reflector. These comparator
units have a viewing area of 10" x 10"
(254 mm x 254 mm) and contain a back illu
minated 25 micrometer floating mark im
aged through a split beam prism into the
focal plane of the primary objective. The pri
mary objective is focused at the photo object
plane above it and transmits the image in a
collimated path to the secondary objective
mounted on the optical link assembly. Di
rectly beneath the floating mark and photo
image is an x-y optical encoder head focused
down to a ruled glass plate. The position of
this encoder directly beneath the optical
center satisfies in an elegant manner the
Abbe principle.

The final output resolution of the plate en
coder is one micrometer. This encoder is
closing up the final servo loop in the posi
tioning system. It can be seen that the com
parators are accurate to the precision of the
vacuum deposition ruling on the glass plate
encoder rather than a dynamic mechanical
system.

OPTICAL LINK AND MICROSCOPE ASSEMBLY

The optical link consists of the secondary
objectives receiving the collimated images
from the left and right comparator stages
(Figure 2). These images pass through a ser
ies of prisms in such a manner that rotation
of the front prism ninety degrees will direct
the image paths into the right or left micro
scope as desired. Both microscope modules
are identical and contain a 5: 1 ratio optical
zoom assembly with a K-mirror unit for im
age rotation. Prior to imaging in the plane of
the eye pieces, the rays pass through a split

beam prism which presents them to a re
cording camera, densitometer, or video unit
as options.

Provision is made for processor control of
the zoom and rotation elements at a future
date. Eye base adjustment is accomplished
by a control separating the microscopes
which rotate around the optical center at the
first reflector after the optical link. The eye
pieces can be adjusted from -5 to +15 de
grees from horizontal position for maximum
operator comfort.

NUMERICAL CONTROL SYSTEM

The four axis positioning system drives
the primary lens groups by means of preci
sion preloaded ball screws. The incremental
linear resolution is 0.635 micrometers. Posi
tioning velocity can be maintained at 50 mm
per second. Positioning and synchronization
is accomplished as a continuous path veloc
ity control function of the motor driver logic
and a high speed microprocessor. The servo
loop is continuously closed by the two di
mensional encoder plates with a resolution
of 1 micrometer. Computed comparator stage
accuracy is within a standard deviation of
2 micrometer.

The exceptional smoothness ofcontinuous
path positioning assures optimal recovery of
the optical train resolving power under dy
namic conditions.

SYSTEM TEST AND DIAGNOSTIC

Approximately ten percent of the hard
ware logic is devoted to automatic fault iso
lation or confirmation of correct systems
function. This hardware is called into opera
tion by a comprehensive software diagnostic
routine. Electronic logic modules are sepa
rated in the control cage by function for ease
or replacement should a problem arise. A
full diagnostic library is supplied with the
system.

ENVIRONMENT

Due to the unique two-dimensional grid
plate encoders which close the primary
servo feedback loop, the accuracy is a func
tion of the glass encoder plate stability. Dy
namic changes which take place in the me
chanical assemblies due to environmental
factors have little effect on instrument
precision. Optical components and the pho
tographic medium are covered by the top
case during mensuration so that a dust
shroud is not required. The unit is designed
to accomodate a normal office type work en
vironment.
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SPECIFICAnONS

Height-23 inches (58 cm), width-32
inches (81 cm), length-48 inches
(123 cm).

Weight-stereo compiler 260 lbs (118 kg),
computer/table assembly 225lbs (102 kg).

Power-UO AC 60 cycle 18 Amps or 220
VAC 50/60 cycle.

OPTICAL DESIGN

High resolution optics, 180 IImm at 45x
magnification.

Chromatic corrected optical train, for color
photography.

Image viewing area at 11 x magnification
is 0.63 inch (16 mm) Diameter.

Highllow stereo bridging capability
through independent zoom optics.

Base-in, base-out, and capability to view
either stage through each eye-piece.

OPERATOR FEATURES

Wide field, operator adjustable binocular
viewing with 20° vertical tilt and separa
tion for eyebase adjustment.

Optical image rotation, independent for
each stage with independent or com
mon control.

Zoom magnification, independent 11 x to
55 x, with independent and common
control.

Observation area of 10" x 10" (254 mm x
254 mm) photo size.

Variable intensity independent illumina
tion control.

Illuminated floating mark, 25 micrometer
diameter.

Alpha/numeric keyboard for operator en
try of command instructions.

256 character alpha/numeric display of in
strument status.

Free hand operator motion control at 2 x
negative or positive scale (optional
hand wheel).

x-y fine adjustment for precision point
positioning.

Base-in, base-out observation capability
for continuous aero triangulation.

Fast mathematical setup for interior, rela
tive, and absolute orientation.

MEASURING CAPABILITY

x-y fine position adjustment.
One micrometer encoding and position

ing resolution.

ELECTRONICS

Automatic scanning and positioning with
variable speed control at any azimuth
for digital terrain data acquisition or
earthwork profiles.

Digital recording in any coordinate sys
tem on customer selected recording me
dium.

Automatic grid and control point plotting.
Large repertoire of line type and symbol

sets when used as plotter.
Correction for camera distortion, Earth

curvature, comparator calibration; 'atmo
spheric refraction.

BASIC COMPUTER CONFIGURATION

700 NS cycle time C.P.V. with 64K byte
bipolar memory.

Hardware multiply/divide.
Direct memory access interface.
Power monitor/auto restart with intemal

battery back up.
Dual diskette storage unit with 630K x 8

byte capacity.


